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Introduction
In inertial confinement fusion (ICF), a spherical target is
imploded by either direct illumination of laser beams (direct
drive)1 or x rays produced in a high-Z enclosure (hohlraum).2

The growth of shell perturbations is the greatest factor limiting
target performance in these implosions. Initial nonuniformities
in the shell include target imperfections and modulations from
laser nonuniformities in the case of direct-drive ICF.3–8 These
modulations initially grow at the shell’s outer surface during
the laser-driven part of implosions due to the acceleration-
phase Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) instability9–12 and convergent
Bell–Plesset (BP) effects.13 These outer-surface perturbations
feed through the shell during their acceleration-phase growth,
seeding the deceleration-phase RT instability14–18 on the inner
surface. As the shell starts to decelerate, the outer-shell modu-
lations become stable. The inner surface of the shell, however,
is subject to the RT instability during the deceleration phase
since the higher-density shell is slowed down by the lower-
density gas of the target core.14–18 As a result, the shell modu-
lations penetrate deep into the gas fuel region causing shell–fuel
mixing.19–21 This mixing inhibits the achievement of high
compression and reduces the fuel temperature that is necessary
to sustain efficient fuel burn.

The first measurements18,22 of shell modulations around
peak compression were based on differential imaging22 of core
emission with shells having diagnostic titanium-doped layers.
At peak compression, when the maximum density and tem-
perature occur, the hot, compressed core and inner surface of
the shell produce strong x-ray emission. This emission is used
as a backlighter to probe the outer, colder shell.22 To measure
shell integrity, both time-integrated22 and time-resolved18

measurements used imaging at photon energies above and
below the titanium K edge. Core images at photon energies
below the K edge (not absorbed by the shell) provide the spatial
shape of the backlighter, while core images at photon energies
above the K edge (highly absorbed by the shell’s titanium)
contain information about the structure of shell-areal-density
modulations in the titanium-doped layer.

Radial Structure of Shell Modulations Near Peak Compression
of Spherical Implosions

Earlier experiments18,22 were limited to measurements of
perturbations at the shell’s inner surface, where modulations
and compression were expected to be the highest. Measure-
ments with titanium-doped layers placed in the central and
outer parts of the shell were not sensitive enough to detect
perturbations. Differential imaging in the current experiments
is extended to the much more sensitive absorption in the
titanium 1s–2p spectral region instead of the absorption above
the K edge. Near peak compression, the shell is heated by
energy transported from the hot core through thermal conduc-
tion and radiation. At temperatures around 0.1 to 1 keV,
the shell titanium is partially ionized and is able to absorb
core radiation not only at photon energies above the K edge
(≥ 4.966 keV) but also in the 1s–2p absorption line region at
photon energies around 4.5 to 4.75 keV. The mass absorption
rate of any absorption line from the titanium 1s–2p spectral
region is about one order of magnitude higher than at photon
energies above the K edge. As a result, differential imaging can
be extended to the central and outer parts of the shell, where
the compression and modulations are smaller. In this article
the first measurements of the compressed-shell modulation
structure away from the inner surface are presented. A similar
technique has also been employed for modulation measure-
ments in indirectly driven implosions.23

Experimental Conditions
Figure 92.1 shows a schematic of spherical targets and the

positions of the titanium-doped layers in the shell used in these
experiments and their predicted location at peak compression.
Targets with ~450-µm initial radii and 20-µm-thick shells,
filled with 18 atm of D3He gas, were imploded by 351-nm laser
light using the 60-beam OMEGA laser system24 with a 1-ns
square pulse and a total energy of ~23 kJ. All shots were taken
with laser beams smoothed by distributed phase plates
(DPP’s),25 1-THz, two-dimensional smoothing by spectral
dispersion (2-D SSD),26 and polarization smoothing (PS)27

using birefringent wedges. The average beam-to-beam energy
imbalance was ~3% in all implosions. The diagnostic, 1-µm-
thick, titanium-doped (~2% by atom) CH layers were offset
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from the inner surface by ~1, 5, 7, and 9 µm of pure CH. These
layers were expected to determine shell-areal-density modula-
tions at the inner, central, and outer parts of the shell at peak
compression. Figure 92.1(b) shows the temperature and den-
sity profiles at peak compression of one of the targets calcu-
lated by the 1-D code LILAC.28 At peak compression, the
diagnostic titanium layer offset by 1 µm is located on the slope
of the density profile at the inner shell, where the unstable
surface is located. Titanium layers offset by 5 µm and 7 µm are
in the central part of the shell, and the layer offset by 9 µm
lies in the outer part of the shell at peak compression [see
Fig. 92.1(b)].

Core images were measured with a gated monochromatic
x-ray imager (GMXI),29 which was set up for time-integrated
(~200-ps) measurements during these experiments. One chan-
nel of the GMXI recorded monochromatic (with FWHM of
~30 eV) images at ~4.60 keV in the spectral region of tita-
nium 1s–2p absorption, while the other channel was set up at
~4.87 keV outside titanium absorption regions or emission
lines. Figure 92.2 shows Wiener-filtered images30 for shots
with titanium layers offset by 1, 5, 7, and 9 µm and for one
shot without titanium, which was used to estimate the noise
level. The Wiener filter used a noise level constructed from
the difference of two images I1s–2p(r) and I<K(r) in shot
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Figure 92.1
(a) Schematic of spherical targets with diagnostic tita-
nium-doped (2% by atom) layers offset by 1, 5, 7, and
9 µm of pure CH from the inner surface. (b) LILAC-
simulated profiles of target density and temperature at
peak compression of the implosion. The locations of
titanium-doped layers are shown by the light blue areas.
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Figure 92.2
Wiener-filtered core images around peak compression at energies inside (~4.60 keV, upper row of images) and outside (~4.87 keV, lower row of images) the
titanium 1s–2p absorption spectral region for shots with 1-µm- (shot 26625), 5-µm- (shot 26630), 7-µm- (shot 26631), and 9-µm-offset (shot 26632) titanium-
doped layers, and for the shot without titanium (26633).
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26633 without titanium and the measured GMXI modulation
transfer function (MTF).31 All the details of the image process-
ing are described in Refs. 18, 22, and 30. The shell optical-
depth (OD) modulations were calculated using the natural
logarithm of the ratio of intensities of the two images at photon
energies in the 1s–2p spectral region (highly absorbed by the
shell), I1s–2p(r), and outside the 1s-2p region, below the K edge
(weakly absorbed by the shell), I<K(r):

δ δOD lnr r r( )[ ] = ( ) ( )[ ]{ }− <I Is p K1 2 .

The spectra of the core emissions were captured on an x-ray
streak camera.32 They were subsequently time integrated and
used to infer a spatial average of the OD of the titanium layer
in the 1s–2p spectral region. The red line (shot 26625) in
Fig. 92.3(a) shows an example of a measured time-integrated
spectrum Smeas(E) as a function of photon energy E. The
spectral responses of the GMXI at two channels in [R1s–2p(E)]
and out [R<K(E)] of the 1s–2p absorption spectral region are
represented by the dashed and dotted lines, respectively. The
thick green line represents the estimated continuum level Scon(E)
of core x rays, used to calculate average titanium optical depth
OD = ln con measS E S E( ) ( )[ ]  at a photon energy of E = 4.6 keV.
The average titanium OD is used to determine the relative OD
modulations (which are equal to the relative areal-density
modulations), δ δ ρ ρOD OD =r r( )[ ] ( )[ ]R R,  to compare lev-
els of modulations in the different parts of the shell.

In addition, the measured spectra are used to calculate the
spatial variations in images due to small variations in the
spectral response across the vertical axis of the images. For
example, the central part of the image I1s–2p(r) is set up for
measurements at a photon energy of E = 4.60 keV. The x rays
originating at this point of the image are reflected at an angle

of 5.88±0.01° from the GMXI multilayer mirror. The x rays
originating from the horizontal line at 100 µm off the image
center are reflected from the mirror at a slightly different angle
of 5.91±0.01°, corresponding to a photon energy of 4.58 keV.
Similarly, the x rays originating at the horizontal line at
−100 µm off the center line in the image plane are reflected
from the mirror at an angle of 5.85±0.01°, corresponding to a
photon energy of 4.63 keV. The resulting image correction
functions were calculated for each shot using corresponding
spectra. For example, for the images at the 1s–2p absorption
channel, the resulting correction function is proportional to the
convolution of the measured spectrum Smeas(E) with the
spectral response function R1s–2p(E). Figure 92.3(b) shows
correction functions for shot 26625 inside (dashed line) and
outside (dotted line) the 1s–2p absorption channel. For each
Wiener-filtered image, the x-ray intensity at the vertical axis
was divided by the corresponding correction function to com-
pensate for these spatial variations.

Experimental Results
Figure 92.4 presents the images of optical-depth modula-

tions in the titanium-doped layers offset by 1, 5, 7, and 9 µm
from the shell’s inner surface. As shown in Fig. 92.1(b), these
layers represent different parts of the shell ranging from the
inner to the outer surfaces at peak compression. Power-per-
mode spectra of these modulations as functions of spatial
frequency are presented in Fig. 92.5(a). The amplitudes of
modulations are highest at a spatial frequency of ~20 mm−1

corresponding to a wavelength of ~50 µm (with a mode number
of l ~ 6). This result is in agreement with previous inner-surface
measurements using K-edge imaging. The absolute values of
optical-depth modulation σrms decreased monotonically from
0.30±06 at the inner surface to 0.13±06 at the outer surface as
shown by the solid line in Fig. 92.5(b). The relative areal-
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Figure 92.3
(a) Measured time-integrated spectrum Smeas(E)
as a function of photon energy for shot 26625
(red line). Estimated continuum level Scon(E) as
a function of photon energy (thick green line).
The instrumental spectral responses as functions
of photon energy of GMXI channels inside
[R1s–2p(E), dashed line] and outside [R<K(E),
dotted line] the titanium 1s–2p absorption region.
(b) The spatial correction functions as a function
of distance in the vertical axis for images inside
(dashed line) and outside (dotted line) the tita-
nium 1s–2p absorption region.
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density modulation σrms is 59±14%, 18±5%, 26±10%, and
52±20% in the layers offset by 1, 5, 7, and 9 µm, respectively,
as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 92.5(b). The modulations
are highest at the inner surface (in the 1-µm-offset layer),
which is unstable during the deceleration phase of implosion
near peak compression. As expected, the modulations decrease
in the bulk of the shell (in the 5- and 7-µm-offset layers) but
then increase at the outer surface (in the 9-µm-offset layer),
which was unstable during the acceleration, laser-driven phase
of the implosion. The areal-density modulations in the whole
shell are dominated by nonuniformities in the inner and central
parts of the shell. The contribution of outer shell modulations
is small because of the small compression at the outer surface.
As shown in Fig. 92.1(b), the 9-µm-offset layer is expected to
be outside the compressed shell, and therefore its high modu-
lation level is not very important to the integrity of the whole
shell. The measured level of modulation at the inner surface,
59±14%, is in agreement with previous results22 measured at

peak compression. For comparison, at peak neutron produc-
tion, ~100 ps earlier than the peak compression, previous time-
resolved measurements have shown lower modulation levels,
about 20% at the inner surface.18 In the future, experiments
will extend the time-integrated measurements of modulations
in the central and outer parts of the shell to time-resolved
measurements using the same titanium 1s–2p absorption tech-
nique.

Conclusions
This article has presented the first time-integrated measure-

ments of the compressed-shell modulation structure away
from the inner surface. The differential imaging technique has
replaced previous titanium K-edge imaging with much more
sensitive imaging using the titanium 1s–2p absorption spectral
region. As a result, measurements of modulations at central and
outer parts of the shell have become accessible. In implosions
with the 20-µm-thick shells, the relative areal-density modula-
tion σrms is 59±14%, 18±5%, 26±10%, and 52±20%, in layers
offset by 1, 5, 7, and 9 µm, respectively. The spatial spectra of
modulations peaked at a spatial frequency of ~20 mm−1 corre-
sponding to a wavelength of ~50 µm (with a mode number of
l ~ 6). The areal-density modulations in the whole shell are
dominated by modulations in the inner and central parts of the
shell, while the contribution of outer shell modulations is small
because of the smaller compression at the outer surface.
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Figure 92.4
Optical-depth-modulation images at peak compression for shots with 1-µm-
(shot 26625), 5-µm- (shot 26630), 7-µm- (shot 26631), and 9-µm-offset (shot
26632) titanium-doped layers integrated over ~200 ps of x-ray emission.
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Figure 92.5
(a) Power per mode as a function of spatial
frequency of relative areal-density modulations
at peak compression for shots with 1-, 5-, 7-, and
9-µm-offset titanium-doped layers. (b) Peak com-
pression optical-depth modulation σrms (solid
line) and relative areal-density modulation σrms

(dashed line) as functions of the layer offset.
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